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foundational component of contemporary living, paralysing when manifested in the endless sea of products and options that are available to a consumer, and

be. It is here, from within our complex technological economy, that Boardman not only takes a stand but runs a kind of poetic diagnostics over our unspeakably
willpower throughout the day.
In many ways, the internet has expanded our vision of the world, creating new possibilities and modes of living that might not be constrained by social

Movie Night are composed of splintered forms, fractured movements and impossible perspectives, and while overladen to the point of near-duplicity, the realities
they depict are anything but deceitful. Boardman, with her playful command of colour and a loose, light hand has carefully constructed her environments – be it

the canvas to create an environment of unlimited optimism. By visualising the systems and structures that underpin our information age, Boardman holds space
for contentment amidst the content cacophony.

Behind them, the schematically composed background of high-rise-come skyline-come gridline-come elevation becomes entangled with a turbulent mass of
pipes and circuitry rising from below. Frontally composed yet choosing to directly work against the linear perspective of the landscape, there is no clear way
into the picture, no path through which to move through and join the passers-by. The viewer is left indeterminate and undecided as each component of the work
which the senses are overloaded with constant stimuli.

impulsivity, rash decisions or nothing, so as to avoid choice itself.

Through this series of works, Boardman exaggerates the problematic aspects of having agency to make decisions, demonstrating the capacity for this freedom

attention to a single phenomenon, we weaken our dependency to the conditions and categorisations of the crowd, and with it, strengthen our capacity to be open
to the world, and to receive it as it comes. By leaving the painting (the attention) open to all decisions, to desire all ways of being, Boardman releases herself from

us all.

